U.S.S.R. ACTUATOR MECHANISM ASSEMBLY, EXPLOSIVE, 549S / BR 549C / MN 549C, (USED WITH BFK-AO 2.5 CONTAINER ASSEMBLY)

Ordnance used with:
KMGU
KMGU-2, DISPENSER, CAPTIVE
BKF AO-2.5 RT, SUBMUN. CTR UNIT, BOMB DISPENS...

U.S.S.R. AIRCRAFT FLARE, PK-3M-1
U.S.S.R. DEMOLITION CHARGE, SZ-3A

Ordnance used with:
- ZAB 500 SH, BOMB, INCENDIARY, 500 KG
- RBK-500 BETAB, DISPENSER, BETAB, 500 KG
- RBK-500 PTAB-1M, CBU
- AV-527, NOSE, ELEC.
- RBK-500 AO-2.5 RTM, CLUSTER BOMB
- RBK-500 AO-2.5 RT, CBU
- RBK-500 ZAB 2.50SM, CBU

U.S.S.R. EXPLOSIVE DISCONNECT/DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM, KP-527

Ordnance used with:
- ZAB 500 SH, BOMB, INCENDIARY, 500 KG
- RBK-500 BETAB, DISPENSER, BETAB, 500 KG
- RBK-500 PTAB-1M, CBU
- AV-527, NOSE, ELEC.
- RBK-500 AO-2.5 RTM, CLUSTER BOMB
- RBK-500 AO-2.5 RT, CBU
- RBK-500 ZAB 2.50SM, CBU
U.S.S.R. CARTRIDGE, PHOTOFLASH, FP-100M

N.E.W. 533.00 G

U.S.S.R. ROCKET EXPPELLING CHARGE, 57-MM, PG-16P

Ordnance used with:
PG-16, 58MM, HEAT-T
PG-16V, 58MM, CARTRIDGE, HEAT

N.E.W. 281.00 G
AFGHAN RECEIVER, FIRING DEVICE, RADIO CONTROLLED (RC), MODEL UNKNOWN

Ordnance used with:
MDL. UNKNOWN, KIT, FIRING DEV, RADIO CONTROLL...
MDL. UNKNOWN, RECEIVER, RADIO CONTROLLED (RC)

AFGHAN TRANSMITTER, FIRING DEVICE, RADIO CONTROLLED (RC), MODEL UNKNOWN

Ordnance used with:
MDL. UNKNOWN, KIT, FIRING DEV, RADIO CONTROLLL...
MDL. UNKNOWN, RECEIVER, RADIO CONTROLLED (RC)
U.S.S.R. ROCKET MOTOR, NMF-2
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